
CANDLE VOTIVES AND VOTIVE ORNAMENTS 
LG. CHURCH, LG. SANTA, CANDLE, WINDOW AND BIBLE VOTIVES 
Mold Numbers 
2007  Stained Glass Window Votive 
2010  Bible Votive 
2011  Lg. Church Votive 
2013  Lg. Candle Holder Votive Att. 
2017  Candle Votive 
2018   Lg. Santa Votive 
 
Materials Needed 
OPAQUE STAINS:  White, Vanilla, Walnut, Medium Brown, Sherwood Green, 
Burgundy, Christmas Red, Marigold Yellow, Black, Victorian Green, Electric Blue, 
Flesh, Peach Blush and Water Base Gold. 
 
GLAZE:  Clear 
 
SPECIALTIES:  Liquid Bright Gold, Gold Leaf, Gold Leaf Adheshive, Moon 
Beam Fairie Dust, stained glass window sheets and appropriate decals for bible. 
 
MISC:  Candles and votive candles. 
 
 
PREPARATION:  While greenware is still damp cut out background of votives. 
Cut out area in small votives for tea lights.   Attach votive attachment to back of 
lg. votives.  When dry, clean greenware and fire to cone 05. 
 
GLAZE:  Any areas you wish to apply Liquid Bright Gold and decals with 3 coats 
of Clear Glaze.  Fire to cone 06. 
 
BASECOAT:  Candle, church and bible votive with Deep Brown.  Basecoat Lg. 
church and santa votives as follows:  Red areas with Burgundy, green areas with 
Sherwood Green, brown areas with Walnut, white areas with Vanilla and black 
areas with Black. 
 
OVERPAINT:  Using a mixture of 1:1 Water Base Gold and water, apply over the 
Lg. Church and Santa Votives.  Let Dry. 
 
DRYBRUSH:  As follows:  White areas with 3 coats of Vanilla, followed with 2 to 
3 coats of White.  Red Areas with 3 coats of Burgundy, followed with 3 to 4 coats 
of Christmas Red.  Green areas with 3 coats of Sherwood Green, followed with 2 
to 3 coats of Victorian Green.  Flesh areas with 3 coats of Flesh, blush cheeks 
lightly with Peach Blush.  Brown areas with 3 coats of Walnut, followed with 2 
coats of Medium Brown.  Candle flame with 3 coats of Marigold Yellow, followed 
with 3 coats of Vanilla. 
 



PAINT:  Santa's Belt with Black and eyes with Electric Blue for the iris. 
 
FINISH:  Apply Gold Leaf Adhesive to the areas you are applying the Gold Leaf.  
Let adhesive dry.  Apply the Gold Leaf.  With a damp towel, clean the stain off 
the fired gold.  Apply adhesive to the snow areas, and before adhesive dries, 
apply Moon Beam Fairie Dust.  If stained glass window paper is being used in 
the background, cut out appropriate size and glue to the back of the window. 
 
CHURCH AND POINSETTIA  VOTIVE 
Mold Numbers 
2008  Poinsettia Votive 
2009 Church Votive. 
 
Materials Needed 
UNDERGLAZES:  UG-66 Pepper Gray, UG-53 Silver Gray, UG-32 Cocoa, UG-9 
Powder Blue 
 
GLAZE:  CA-124 Yadro 
 
ONE STROKE:  OS-41 Real Holly and OS-44 Dark Red. 
 
OVERGLAZE:  Liquid Bright Gold. 
 
MISC:  Votive candles 
 
PREPARATION:  While greenware is still damp, cut out the background areas of 
votives and area for tea light.. 
 
UNDERGLAZE:  When greenware is dry apply as follows:  Powder Blue to 
outside and inside area of arch on the church votive with 3 to 4 coats.  Pepper 
Gray to church steeple, 3 to 4 coats.  Silver Gray to the brick and window of 
steeple, also to the step area, 3 to 4 coats.  Cocoa to the door and wooded upper 
area of church with 3 to 4 coats. 
 
ONESTROKES:  Apply 1 coat of Real Holly to green areas of poinsettia votive 
and l coat of Dark Red to poinsettia.  Fire votives to cone 05. 
 
GLAZE:  3 coats of Yadro to both pieces.  Fire to cone 06. 
 
OVERGLAZE:  Apply Liquid Bright Gold to areas of piece you want gold.  Fire to 
cone 018. 
 
LG. ANGEL VOTIVE, MADONNA AND NATIVITY PIECES 
Mold Numbers 
1804  Med. Mary and Joseph 
1805 Med. Two Sheep and Manger 



2006 Madonna Votive 
2012 Lg. Angel Votive 
2013 Lg. Candle Holder Votive Att. 
 
 
Materials Needed 
OPAQUE STAINS:  Night Blue, Sky Blue, Country Gold, Vanilla, White, Blonde, 
Water Base Gold, Walnut and Peach Blush. 
 
GLAZE:  Midnight Sandstar Glaze and Clear Glaze 
 
SPECIALTIES:  Wax Resist, a small piece of small size of plastic bubble packing 
material. 
 
OVERGLAZE:  Liquid Bright Gold and Mother of Pearl 
 
TRANSLUCENT STAINS:  Inidan Red, Red, Flesh and Light Blue. 
 
PREPARATION:  While greenware is still damp, cut out the background area of 
angel and Madonna votive.  Cut out area of Madonna votive for tea light and slip 
attach candle attachment to large votive. 
 
GLAZE ON GREENWARE:  Using Midnight Sandstar Glaze apply to all blue 
glazed areas of angel with 3 coats.  Fire both pieces to cone 05. 
 
GLAZE:  Glaze any area you wish to be gold with 3 coats of Clear Glaze to all 
pieces. 
 
WAX RESIST:  Place a small puddle of Wax Resist onto a glazed tile and apply 
the Wax Resist evenly to all the Midnight Blue Sandstar areas by dabbing it on, 
using the bubble pack as an applicator.  When the Wax Resist is dry, apply 3 
coats of Clear Glaze to Midnight Blue Sandstar areas.  Fire both pieces to cone 
06. 
 
OVERGLAZE:  Apply Liquid Bright Gold to all glazed areas where gold is 
desired.  Fire to cone 017. 
 
OVERGLAZE:  Apply Mother of Pearl to all glazed Midnight blue Sandstar areas.  
Fire to cone 020. 
 
BASECOAT:  Basecoat to areas as follows:  All flesh areas with Flesh. White 
areas with Vanilla. Dark Blue areas with Night Blue. Lighter Blue areas with Sky 
Blue. Hair either with Blond or Walnut. Angel's wings with Sky Blue. 
 
OVERPAINT:  Using a 1:1 mixture of Water Base Gold and water, paint over all 
stained areas.  Be careful not to get any on the sandstar area.  The gold cannot 



be removed from these areas. 
 
DRYBRUSH:  Flesh areas with a very light coat or 2 with Flesh.  Lightly blush 
cheeks with Peach Blush.  Vanilla areas with 2 coats of Vanilla, followed with l to 
2 coats of White.  Country Gold areas with 2 to 3 coats of Country Gold,  followed 
with 2 coats of Vanilla to highlight.  Sky Blue areas with 2 coats of Sky Blue, 
followed with 2 highlight coats of Vanilla.  Drybrush dark blue areas with 1 coat of 
Night Blue followed with Sky Blue and then Vanilla added to your brush.  
Drybrush in between rows of the angel's feathers with 2 coats of Night Blue.  
Drybrush entire wing with Sky Blue, followed with vanilla added to your brush to 
highlight.  Drybrush edges of feathers with White.  Drybrush Walnut areas with 2 
coats of Walnut, followed with a little Vanilla to highlight.  Drybrush Blonde hair 
with 2 coats of Blond, followed with Vanilla to highlight. 
 
PAINT:  Lips with an equal mix of Indian Red and Flesh with a touch of Red.  
Apply to lips and dab off excess with paper toweling.  Dampen paper toweling to  
remove even more paint if desired.  Paint eyelids on Mary and baby with Light 
Blue; again  
pat off excess as desired.  Paint eyes. 
 
PAINT TOP COAT:  Mix 4:1 Water and water Base Gold.  Carefully paint a thin, 
even, non-dripping coat to all areas except flesh , hair and hay on manger.  This 
thin coat of watered-down gold will slightly change the colors underneath.    Do 
not paint the same area twice.  This top coat of paint is optiional. 
 
FINISH:  Remove stain from the gold areas by gently loosening the paint with a 
wet  brush or paper towel. 
 
VOTIVE ORNAMENTS AND ORNAMENT STANDS 
Mold Numbers 
2019  Religious Votive Ornaments 
2020 Three Assorted Votive Ornaments 
2021 Votive Ornament Stands 
 
Materials Needed 
OPAQUE STAINS:  White, Vanilla, Marigold Yellow Christmas Red, Electric 
Blue, Burgundy, Sherwood  
Green, Victorian Green, Sky Blue, Bright Orange and Black. 
 
GLAZE:  CA-111 Scandia Blue, CA-124 Yadro and Clear Glaze. 
 
OVERGLAZE:  Liquid Bright Gold. 
 
SPECIALITIES:  Gold Leaf, Gold Leaf Adhesive and appropriate sized decal for 
bible. 
 



MISC:  Moon Beam Dusties and stained glass window paper. 
 
PREPARATION:  While greenware is still damp, cut out backgrounds of the 
ornaments.  If desired slip attach the ornament stands to the ornaments.  Clean 
greenware and fire to cone 05. 
 
GLAZE:  Apply 3 coats of CA-111 Scandia Blue to the dove orn. and 3 coats of 
CA-124 Yadro  to the church orn.  Apply 3 coats of Clear Glaze to any areas of 
the other ornaments you wish to apply Liquid Bright Gold.  Fire to cone 06. 
 
OVERGLAZE:  Apply Bright Gold to all areas you desire bright gold.  Fire to 
cone 018. 
 
BASECOAT:  Color to areas as follows.  Vanilla to white areas. Deep Brown to 
the tree. Sky Blue to the snowflake.  Burgundy to the red areas. 
 
OVERPAINT:  Using a 1:1 mixture of Water Base Gold and water, apply over the 
ornaments. 
 
DRYBRUSH:  All white areas and the snowflake with 3 coats of Vanilla, followed 
with 2 coats of White.  Red areas with 2 coats of Burgundy, followed with 3 coats 
of Christmas Red.  Christmas tree with 3 coats of Sherwood Green, followed with 
2 to 3 coats of Victorian Green.  Highlight with Vanilla added to your brush.  
Candle flame with 3 coats of Marigold Yellow, followed with 3 coats of Vanilla. 
 
PAINT:  Paint the snowman's hat, arms, eyes, mouth, and buttons with Black.  
His nose with Bright Orange.  Scarf trim and Christmas bulbs on the tree with 
Electric Blue, Marigold Yellow, Christmas Red and Bright Orange. 
 
FINISH:  Apply Gold Leaf Adhesive to areas you desire gold leaf.  Let adhesive 
dry, apply 
the gold leaf.  Also apply adhesive to the snowflake, while adhesive is still wet, 
sprinkle Moon Beam Dusties.  If desired, the stained glass window paper may be 
used in the back or the ornaments. 
 
 
ANGELS 
Mold Numbers 
J-1199 Lg. Wing Stand 
J-1200 Angel 
J-1436 Angel with Mandolin 
J-1437 Michael the Arch Angel 
J-1438 Wing Stand with Clouds 
J-1439 Small Angel 
J-1440 Small Wing Stand 
 



MATERIALS NEEDED 
GLAZE: Clear Glaze 
 
SANDSTAR GLAZE: Midnight Blue, Jade, Teal and White 
 
ASTRO GEM: Amethyst 
 
OVERGLAZE: Bright Gold and Mother of Pearl and Palladium. 
 
OPAQUE STAINS: Flesh, Peach Blush, Night Blue, White, Sky Blue, Dark 
Blond, Black, Woodland Brown, Electric Blue, Turquoise, Hot Pink, Deep Brown, 
Confederate Gray, Vanilla, PINK MIX – 3:1:1/2 Soft Pink, Vanilla and Dark Blond.  
GREEN MIX – 4:1:1 Sherwood Green, Vanilla and Dark Blond. 
 
TRANSLUCENT STAINS: Glistening Brown, S-1 Indian Flesh, s-12 Flesh and S-
24 Maroon. 
 
SPECIALTIES: Water Base Gold, Wax Resist and Mask and Peel. 
 
PREPARATION: Leave angels unattached from wing stands, and do not attach 
angel with mandolin’s hands and Michael’s shield.  These items will be attached 
after the pieces are completed.  Clean properly and fire to cone 05. 
 
GLAZE: Using Sandstar and Astro Gem Glazes apply to one side of angels 
ribbon as follows: Mdinight Blue to Angel with Mandolin’s ribbon, Jade to small 
angel’s ribbon, Amethyst to large angel’s ribbon and Teal to Michael’s ribbon.  
Apply White Sandstar Glaze to Michael’s and the small angel’s wings.  Apply 
glazes following manufacturers instructions.  Fire to cone 05. 
 
GLAZE: Michael’s and small angel’s wings with 2 to 3 coats of Clear Glaze.  
Using a damp sponge wipe glaze away leaving glaze only in crevices. 
 
WAX RESIST: Using a small size bubble wrap or a large pored sponge, apply 
Wax Resist by dabbing evenly to all Sandstar or Astro Gem glazed areas.  Do 
not get wax resist on gold parts of ribbons.  When dry apply 2 to 3 coats of Clear 
Glaze to entire ribbon, front and back.  Apply 2 to 3 coats of Clear Glaze also to 
Michael’s armor, shield and sword, all other angels crowns, rope ties, strap and 
mandolin.  Fire to cone 06. 
 
OVERGLAZE: Following manufacturers instructions apply Palladium to blade 
area of Michael’s sword.  Apply Bright Gold to all gold areas of angels, fire to 
cone 019.  Again following manufacturers instructions apply Mother of Pearl to 
Sandstar and Astro Gem side of ribbon and Michael’s and small angel’s wings, 
fire to cone 020. 
 



MASK AND PEEL: For a strong bond upon assembly, apply Mask and Peel to 
the area in the back of angels and the front of the wing stands where they are to 
be attached.  Or if preferred, avoid painting these areas. 
 
BASECOAT: Colors to areas as follows: FLESH: to all flesh areas.  VANILLA: to 
cloud base of wing stand and angel with mandolin’s drapery.  WOODLAND 
BROWN: lg. and sm. angel bases and Michael’s drape and skirt.  DARK BLOND: 
girl angel’s hair and two top inside rows of feathers of lg. Angels wing stand.  
SKY BLUE: wings on wing stand with clouds.  NIGHT BLUE: Angel with 
mandolin’s gown.  PINK MIX: lg angel’s gown and remaining feathers on lg. 
angel’s wing stand.  GREEN MIX: sm. angel’s gown. 
 
ANTIQUE: Stained areas of Michael with Glistening Brown, wipe off excess with 
a soft cloth. 
 
OVER PAINT: With Water Base Gold, over paint all girl angels and stained areas 
of the wing stands using the following instructions.  Using Water Base Gold and a 
large brush, quickly apply the paint generously to the area, before the paint dries, 
using a clean large brush quickly pat clean water over the gold and let the gold 
flow into crevices allowing the background color to show through.  The piece will 
be dripping so it is best to do this over a sink or a good amount of paper towels.  
When over painting wings stands do only one end at a time.  Do the Wings 
(holding it upside down) careful not to get the paint onto the Sandstar or Astro 
Gem areas of the wing stand and allow it to drip upside down.  When completely 
dry, turn over and over paint the base in the same manner.  Place in front of a 
fan to speed dry. 
 
WETBRUSH: Using Hot Pink and a white bristled drybrush, leaving more paint 
on the brush than usual, smear and spread the color onto the large angel’s gown 
and on the long feathers of her wing.  Apply Night Blue in the same manner to 
the inside two rows of feathers of the wing stand with clouds. 
 
DRYBRUSH: MICHAEL: Drybrush his flesh with 1 to 2 coats of Flesh, blush 
cheeks with Peach Blush.  Drybrush the Woodland areas with 1 to 2 coats of 
Woodland followed with Vanilla to highlight. 
 
PAINT: MICHAEL: Base, hair, sandal straps, sandals and leather armor with 
Black. 
 
DRYBRUSH: MICHAEL: Black areas very lightly with Confederate Gray. 
 
SHADE: MICHAEL: Using Deep Brown Shade where necessary for more 
definition. 
 
DRYBRUSH: Flesh areas of angels with 1 to 2 very light coats of Flesh (flesh 
should look some what transparent).  Lightly blush cheeks with Peach Blush.  



Shadow eye lids with Turquoise.  Using Dark Blond drybrush angel’s hair and 
yellow feathers on lg. Angel’s wing stand 1 to 2 coats followed with Vanilla in 
your brush to highlight.  Using Vanilla drybrush cloud base and drapery on angel 
with mandolin with 2 to 3 coats of Vanilla followed with 1 to 2 coats of White.  
ANGEL WITH MANDOLIN: Drybrush gown with 2 to 3 coats of Night Blue 
followed with 5 to 6 coats adding more Sky Blue and then Vanilla with each 
additional coat.  Highlight lightly with White.  Drybrush wings with Sky Blue 1 to 2 
coats followed with 2 to 3 coats adding Vanilla with each coat.  Drybrush White to 
feather edges and top of wing as shown.  LARGE ANGEL: Drybrush gown and 
wings with Pink mix 2 coats followed with 3 to 4 coats with Vanilla added to your 
brush.  Highlight lightly with Vanilla.  SMALL ANGEL: Drybrush gown with 1 to 2 
coats of Green mix followed with added coats of Vanilla added to your brush, 
lightly highlight with Vanilla.  LARGE AND SMALL ANGEL BASE: Drybrush with 
2 coats of Woodland Brown, Highlight with Vanilla. 
 
PAINT TOP COAT: Mix – 4:1 water and Water Base Gold.  Carefull paint a thin, 
even, non dripping cota to angel with mandolin’s and large angel’s gown and 
wings and small angel’s gown. 
 
PAINT: Eyes using Electric Blue and Turquoise for the irises.  Paint lips with a 
mix of S-12 Flesh, S-1 Indian Flesh and S-24 Maroon.  Use a paper towel to blot 
lips and if necessary dampen towel to remove more paint. 
 
FINISH: Remove all excess paint from glazed gold areas by lightly dampening 
and removing the acrylic paint gently.  Glue angels to wings stands with hot glue 
and using instant bond glue, attach arms to angel with mandolin and shield arm 
to Michael. 
 
Color by Scioto 
Astro Gem by Mayco 
Sandstar by Duncan 
Translucent Stains by Fash-en-hue 


